
Pullrite 4400 Superglide 20K Automatic 
Slider Hitch with Removable Rails &  

Universal Capture Plate 

 

The PullRite 4400 SuperGlide hitch is the ONLY true automatic slider hitch solution of safe 5th wheel 

towing with short bed trucks - protecting passengers, trucks and trailers.  

The PullRite 4400 SuperGlide hitch automatically moves the trailer away from the cab while making 

turns - allowing up to 90º turning without stopping, slowing down, or even thinking about the space 

between the truck and trailer - and then automatically returns the hitch and trailer to the safe 

towing position over the truck axle when the turn is completed - going forward or backing up.  

All SuperGlide hitches feature fully articulating dual pivot head, and Super 5th's unique rotary latch 

that locks automatically when hooking up to the trailer. The gear driven latch design minimizes 

"bump" while towing by allowing only .030" clearance between king pin and latch. The20K SuperGlide 

moves up to 14" while making a turn - 50% farther than manually adjusted "slider" designs - and 

works AUTOMATICALLY, while you drive and make short turns. The PullRite 4400 automatic slider 

hitch is available with a choice of mounting styles totally removable SuperRails with stronger, 

more stable custom designed mounting brackets for specific vehicles. This automatic slider hitch 

requires either QuickConnect Capture Plate or Universal Capture Plate for installation  

With Quick Connect Universal Capture Plate  & 

 



Totally removable base rails, utilizing SuperBracket type mounting brackets on the frame of the truck 
and easily removable rails in the bed. Just lift the hitch out, lift the rails off the Heavy-Duty mounting 
posts and then simply twist the posts 1/4 turn and remove them for a smooth, clean truck bed. 
Eliminates need to cut bed mats and liners for rail to floor contact. No tools required for complete 
hitch, rail and mounting post removal. Use With SuperGlide 4400 Hitches. 

• Includes Removable SuperRails And Posts, Mounting Brackets And Hardware 
• No Tools Required For Complete Hitch, Rail And Mounting Post Removal 

 

 

https://youtu.be/8xeV14JERxM 

 

 


